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TRAVEL GUIDANCE
Date: 7 October 2015
Location: Ca’ Foscari University Scientific Campus – Building ALFA, Sala Conferenze/ Building ZETA, Lab. 3
Address: Via Torino 155, Venezia Mestre
Reception: +39 (0)41 234 8970

Arriving by airplane



Venice Airport “Marco Polo”
Treviso Airport “Canova” (about 25 Km from Venice)

From Marco Polo Airport (VCE) you can take the Shuttle ATVO, which arrives in 20 minutes at the station of Venezia Mestre.
Buses leave every half hour, from 8.50 (8.30 on Sundays and public holidays) to 23.40. Fares: one-way ticket is 8.00 €/
roundtrip ticket is 15.00 € (vaild 7 days). The buses leave outside the arrivals area on the right. For more info, please check the
ATVO website: http://www.atvo.it/
Also from Canova Airport (TSF) there’s a Shuttle ATVO to the station Venezia Mestre. The trip takes about 30 minutes. Buses
depart from a stop located in front of the arrivals area of the airport. Fares: one-way ticket is 10.00 €/ roundtrip ticket is 18.00
€. For more info, please check the ATVO website: http://www.atvo.it/
Then, please check the indication from the Train Station to the Campus here below

Arriving by train


Railway station “Venezia Mestre”

From the station Venezia Mestre you can take the ACTV bus n° 32 that leaves every 20 minutes from the bus stop in front of
the station. The trip takes about 10 minutes and the tickets cost € 1,50 per ride. Urban bus tickets can be bought in the ACTV
ticket office located in the station and in any tobacco shop of the city. For more information about urban transportation, please
check the ACTV website: http://www.actv.it/

Arriving by car




From the Highways A4, reach “Barriera Venezia Mestre”. Go along the freeway and take the 1st exit to “Venezia”, go
along the roundabout and take the 2nd exit, following the indications to Venezia and Mestre (train station). On the
overpass, after the traffic light, stay in the right lane and turn right into Via Torino: you’ll find the Campus on your left
after 1,5 km.
From the Highways A27, A57, follow the indications to Venezia. On the freeway you will find some exits (Terraglio,
Castellana, Miranese), you take the 4th one to Venezia and Mestre (train station). On the overpass, after the traffic
light, stay in the right lane and turn right into Via Torino: you’ll find the Campus on your left after 1,5 km
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Please find below a useful map (or click this link to see it in your browser)
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